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ABSTRACT

A displacement sensor that uses a vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL), which is superior in terms of
remediation of the mode-hop issue and modulation efficiency, is proposed. The interference signal in the sensor is
processed with the phase-locked technique. This device allows real-time measurement of displacement. No unstable
signals due to mode-hop were observed in the experiments. Displacement measurements recorded with this device
indicated that it has an rms measurement accuracy of 0.3ƒÊm and 50 nm for displacements of 150ƒÊm and 1.2ƒÊm,
respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Displacement sensors (DSs) are among the most important devices used in high-precision manufacturing. They monitor
the thermal expansion of rotating spindles and ball screws, the position of cutters, vibrations caused by misalignment of
rotating objects, and other such parameters. Such sensors need to be compact and robust against mechanical disturbances
in manufacturing processes.

There are many types ofnoncontact DSs such as ultrasonic, capacitance, eddy current, and optical DSs. Optical DSs are
easy to use, applicable to most materials, and have high accuracy. Optical DSs are categorized into two types based on
the measurement principle used, namely, triangulation- and interferometry-type DSs. Because the resolution of
triangulation-type DSs is inadequate, interferometry-type DSs are suitable for ultraprecision machining. However, an
interferometer is typically expensive and unstable because of the mode-hop phenomenon when a conventional Fabry-
Perot laser diode (LD) is used in it as a light source. Moreover, the poor wavelength tunability of a conventional LD
restricts the measurement range of the sensor.

The interferometer we propose herein uses a vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL). It is superior in terms of
remediation of the mode-hop issue and modulation efficiency. Also, it is adaptable for high-speed modulation and is
insensitive to temperature changes. Furthermore, the cleavage process, which is required in fabricating conventional LDs,
is not necessary in a VCSEL. The fabricating cost of the VCSEL can be reduced because of the simplified quality control.
The low power consumption and low fabrication cost of the VCSEL makes its use cost-effective.

Because the interference signal is processed with the phase-locked technique, this device allows real-time measurement
of displacement. No unstable signals due to mode-hop were observed in the experiments. Displacement measurements
recorded with this device indicated that it has an rms measurement accuracy of 0.3 (im and 50 nm for displacements of
150 |nm and 1.2 (im, respectively.

2. PRINCIPLE

2.1 Wavelength tunability of the light sources

The properties of wavelength tunability by current injection in a conventional LD and a VCSEL are shown in Figs. l(a)
and l(b), respectively. They indicate that the wavelengths in both devices can be modulated by injection current. This
property is very useful for con figuring a real-time DS. However, the modulation efficiency /? of the VCSEL is very large
in comparison with the LD. Additionally, no mode-hop phenomenon was observed in the VCSEL. These special
properties of the VCSEL are advantageous in con figuring a stable sensor with a wide measurement range.
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Fig. 1 Wavelength tunability of the conventional LD and VCSEL.

The main specifications of the two sources are presented in Table 1. The modulation efficiency of the VCSEL is about
hundred times greater than that ofa standard LD, although its power and current requirements are lower.

Table 1 Comparison between the VCSEL and conventional LD.

VCSEL LD
ULM76 3 HL632G

( U -L-M P h otonic s ) (HITAC H Hl)

W av ele n g th 7 6 3 n m 6 3 5 n m

O u tp u t p ow e r 0 .2 5 m W 1 0 m W

O p er atin g c u rren t 2 0 m A 4 0 m A

T h res h o ld c u rre n t 0 .5 m A 3 0 m A

M o d u latio n effi cien cy 0 .5 n m /m A 0 .0 0 5 n m /m A

2.2 Phase compensation with a feedback control

We used phase-locked LD (PLLD) interferometry, in which the phase of an interference signal is compensated with a
feedback control, to measure displacement. A large modulation efficiency is advantageous in the PLLD interferometry
because it involves controlling the phase via wavelength tuning.

If the light source is modulated with a sinusoidal signal

im (t)=acos(coct+0),

a sinusoidal phase modulating signal[6]

S(t) = S{ +S0 cos[zcos{coct+0)+or(0]

=Sl +S0 cosa(t)[jo(z)-2J2(z)cos2(eoct+0)+---~\

-Sosina(t)\_2Jl(z)cos(£Oct+0)-2J3(z)cos3 (a)j+0)+---~\

(1)

(2)

is obtained, where z and cdf) are, respectively, the deviations in the modulation depth and temporal phase due to the
displacement, respectively. They are given by

4xaj3L0

K

K K

and

(3)

(4)
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respectively, where 2Z0 is the optical path difference, and d{t) is the displacement.

When S(t) is multiplied by im(t) and the product is passed through a low-pass filter, we can obtain the feedback (FB)
signal[7]

Ys (t)=As sina(t) , (5)

where As is the amplitude depending on So and J\{z). This process is called synchronous detection. Figure 2 illustrates the
FB signal Ys(t). If the phase deviates due to the displacement of the object, the operating point moves along the FB signal
The operating point, however, returns to its original position when the FB control works properly. This phase
compensation is made within the stable area. If negative FB is activated at the positive slope of Ys(t), the FB loop is
stable. On the other hand, the FB loop becomes unstable at the negative slope[8].

Fig. 2 Schematic of the feedback signal.

2.3 Phase-locked interferometry

In PLLD interferometry, the FB controller changes the wavelength Aq by Ac using the wavelength tunability of the LD.
The phase shown in Eq. (4) is then changed to

a-(t)- (a,u) -~+^T"lT*()- ()

Because the phase maintained at the initial value 4izL0/Ao, the last term of the control cancels out the second term. Thus,
the displacement is given by

d(t)=^Xc (t)=^-f3ic (t),

where ic(t) is the control current.

(7)

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Experimental setup

A schematic of our system is illustrated in Fig. 3. Light irradiated from a VCSEL was fed into a two-beam
interferometer. The optical path difference 2Z0 was 60 mm.Characteristics of the VCSEL are shown in Table 1. We used
a mirror mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) as the measured object. The interference signal detected by a
photodetector (PD) was fed to the feedback controller (FBC). The dc bias current 70, modulating current im(t), and control
current ic(t) generated in the FBC were injected into the VCSEL. The modulation frequency of /m(/) was 10 kHz. The
control current was monitored by a computer so as to measure the displacement of the object.

Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the FBC. The multiplier (MUL) and low-pass filter (LPF) implement synchronous
detection, as explained in the previous section. Because the cut-off frequency of an LPF is typically selected as 1/10 of
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the modulation frequency, it was set to 1 kHz. The error signal e(t), which was generated by comparing the reference
signal r0 and feedback signal Ys(t), was fed into the proportional-integral (PI) controller.

Fig 3 Experimental setup. L, lens; BS, beamsplitter; PH, pinhole; PD, photodetector; FBC, feedback controller.

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the FBC. AMP, amplifier; INT, integrator; LPF, low-pass filter; MUL, multiplier.

3.2 Experimental results

Wemeasured two kinds of displacement- discrete and continuous-produced by the PZT being driven by dc and ac
voltage, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b).

Fig. 5 Wave forms of the voltage applied to the PZT.

Fig. 6 Discrete displacement of the object: (a) forward and (b) backward.
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The discrete forward and backward displacements are traced in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. The voltage was applied
up to 150 V in increments of 15 V. The squared markers show the results obtained using a commercial DS with a
resolution of 0. 1 urn. The solid line is the fitted curve. Although the measurements started from the position at an applied
voltage of 0 V in Fig. 6(a) and ended at the initial position in Fig. 6(b), the trajectories differed slightly because of the
hysteresis characteristic of the PZT. Comparing these results with those of the commercial sensor, the rms measurement
errors in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) were estimated at 0.28 mmand 0.25 mm.

Next, we measured some continuous displacements using a sinusoidal driving signal. Figures 7 and 8 were obtained
when the maximumapplied voltage was set to 10 V. The frequencies of the signals are 1 Hz and 10 Hz, respectively, in
Figs. 7 and 8. Figures 7(a) and 8(a) show the displacement measured with the commercial DS. While the results traced in
Fig. 7(b) show good agreement with those in Fig. 7(a), they differs from those in Fig. 8. The amplitude and phase of the
displacement shown in Fig. 8(b) are smaller and delayed, respectively, compared with those in Fig. 8(a). This was
attributed to the response property of the integrator in the PI controller. The gain-phase characteristic of our system is
shown in Fig. 9. It seems that the accuracy of the proposed system degrades at frequencies above 1 Hz. The cut-off
frequency can be calculated as 14 Hz from Fig. 9(a). This means that the time constant in our system is 0.07 s. In our
prototype, we set the time constant to be slightly longer than that in the commercial sensor so that the feedback control
became quite stable. It is believed that the frequency response could be improved by properly adjusting the control
parameter.

Fig. 7 Continuous small displacement (1 Hz) measured with (a) the commercial device and (b) the proposed system.

Fig. 8 Continuous small displacement (10 Hz) measured with (a) the commercial device and (b) the proposed system.

Fig. 9 (a) Gain and (b) phase as a function offrequency.
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Finally, a large displacement was measured. We applied a sinusoidal voltage with an amplitude of 150 Vp.p and a
frequency of 0.2 Hz to the PZT. The results, shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), were obtained with the commercial device
and proposed one, respectively. They confirmed that the prototype can measure a large displacement of 17 |J,m accurately
in the low-frequency region. From the difference between Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), the rms measurement error was
calculated as 0.3 [im. The maximum measurement range was estimated to be 25 (im under the experimental conditions
used in the present paper. This range was limited by the output range of the integrator.

Fig 10 Continuous large displacement (0.2 Hz) measured with (a) the commercial device and (b) the proposed system.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A real-time displacement sensor that exploits the high modulation efficiency and stable oscillation property of a VCSEL
was proposed and demonstrated. We confirmed that a large measurement range can be obtained using a VCSEL. The
response property, however, needs to be improved, and this may be achieved by adjusting the control parameters. After
such calibration, we can expect to realize a high-precision real-time displacement sensor at low cost.
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